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Using a combination of easily accessible information and inspiring photographs, the Simple Steps

series promotes gardening as a real pleasure rather than a back-breaking chore. In Fruit and

Vegetables in Pots, learn simple steps to growing and nurturing your own fruits and vegetables in

containers.
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Iiked this book much better than the vegetable garden Bible book, which perhaps buying the

container gardening one would have been better. I thought this book was more succinct and more

for the purpose for what I was looking for. It didn't make me feel like I have to go out and build my

own containers for each of my plants with a self watering function. It taught me how I could really

use the containers I did have and how I can make the one that I do have better (i. E. line your

terracotta pots with some sort of plastic, whether plastic bag bubble wrap excetera). I like that it was

very straight forward on when I needed to sow seeds, sowing my seeds meant. when to plant

seedlings, when to harvest. And what were the best types of fruits and vegetables suitable to

containers, with some examples for good combinations. highly recommend.

A friend recommended this book to me, and it was a degree of fervor that I don't usually see from

her. After purchasing this, I see why.This book packs so much information into every page, that it's



astounding. Beautiful photos give great ideas for garden setups, and are set up perfectly with helpful

text areas that describe not just how to do what is in the photo, but how you can do ti even

BETTER. From seed starting, to buying plant types, this book covers a multitude of methods for

starting your garden. My favorite parts were the areas that listed off some of the best strains to use,

and what benefits they provided.Also of great help is the image gallery of various common plant

diseases and damage. Made a great reference guide for identifying early problems, and it even

gave solutions for these. (This saved my plants from an early nitrogen deficiency, that would've

killed them within a couple of weeks)This book is perfect for those starting container gardens, and

still extremely helpful for those doing a regular garden. I'd love to see it cover "companion" planting

in more detail, but seriously, this was a great value as it was. If you're questioning whether to buy it

or not, don't. Just get it, you will not regret the purchase.

Avoid this if you can. Or you'll end up with lots of pots on the patio, on the steps ... everywhere!

That['s what has happened to me!!! So far, I have some strawberries but still waiting for the

tomatoes & peppers!

Love this book!!! So full of information.

Great ideas

Gives ideas on how to get started.

A excellent book. Lots of good information. The best I found on .

Arrived Safely! Thank you very much! I am so excited to garden this year!
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